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Welcome to the  
Commerce City Neighborhood Meeting 

 
 

March 21, 2006 
 

We are presenting the alternatives that are still being considered in the Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement (DEIS).  Project team members, wearing yellow shirts, are available during 
the open house and at discussion tables to get your comments, answer your questions, or 
discuss your issues. 
 
Open house format.  There are four different areas set up to provide project information.  Please 
stop by each area to learn more about the various project elements. Project team members are 
available at each area to answer questions.  These four areas include: 

1. Project Overview 
2. Transit DEIS Alternatives  
3. Highway DEIS Alternatives 
4. Next Steps 

 
Presentation.  Following the open house, a short presentation will be given at 7:00 p.m.  The 
presentation will include an overview of the EIS process, schedule update, and a review of the transit 
and highway alternatives, with a focus on the highway alternatives. 
 
Handouts.  This packet includes information on the alternatives currently being evaluated.  If you 
would like additional information on any of the alternatives, please visit our website at                  
www.i-70eastcorridor.com or call the I-70 East Corridor Project Office at 303-294-9300.  Information 
from tonight’s meeting will be available on our website on the Meeting Minutes page, by Friday, March 
31st.  Your meeting packet includes the following information: 
 
DEIS Alternatives 
A description of the highway and transit alternatives currently being evaluated. 
 
What is an EIS? 
This document describes an EIS, lists the environmental resources that will be fully evaluated, and 
details the chapters that will be included in the EIS document.   
 
How to Stay Involved 
We encourage public involvement throughout all steps of the EIS.  This handout highlights the many 
ways to stay involved. 
 
Comment Sheet 
We encourage public involvement throughout all steps of the EIS.  Please complete your comment 
sheet and drop it off at one of our comment boxes or hand it to any of the project team members. 
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DEIS Alternatives 
The highway and transit alternatives currently being evaluated were chosen from more than 170 
alternatives suggested by corridor communities, government agencies, and previous studies.  The 
analysis indicated they had fewer impacts on the environment and the community, and were 
more effective at addressing congestion while improving safety, access and mobility. 
 
Highway Alternatives 
Four highway alternatives are still under consideration.  Two of these alternatives are located on 
the existing I-70 alignment (Alternatives A and B) and two are located on the realignment 
(Alternatives C and D).  Alternatives A and C add additional general purpose lanes while 
Alternatives B and D add additional general purpose lanes or tolled express lanes depending on 
the location along the corridor.  Highway alternatives being evaluated in the DEIS include: 

• DEIS Alternative A – General purpose lanes on existing I-70 alignment   
Four options will be evaluated in the DEIS for this alternative.  These options will 
compare three concepts: 

- Adding one or two general purpose lanes in each direction between I-25 and I-270 
- Shifting to the north or south between Brighton Boulevard and I-270 
- A bridge or below grade vertical alignment between Brighton Boulevard and 

Colorado Boulevard 
• DEIS Alternative B – Tolled express lanes on existing I-70 alignment  
• DEIS Alternative C – General purpose lanes on I-70 realignment 
• DEIS Alternative D – Tolled express lanes on I-70 realignment  

 
Transit Alternatives 
Two transit alternatives are still under consideration.  Both are located on the Union Pacific 
Railroad (UPRR) Corridor, but use different connections from the UPRR Corridor north to 
Denver International Airport (DIA).  Transit alternatives being evaluated in the DEIS include: 

• DEIS Alternative 1 – Union Pacific Commuter Rail  
• DEIS Alternative 2 – Union Pacific Light Rail 

 
The list of stations has been narrowed down to eight locations for the commuter rail alternative 
and 12 locations for the light rail alternative.  Both of the transit alternatives include a transit 
extension from 30th Avenue/Downing Street to the UPRR Corridor near 40th Street/40th 
Avenue.  In addition, seven maintenance facility candidate sites remain under consideration.  Of 
those, five would be for a commuter rail facility, two for a light rail facility. 
 
New information has been received by the project team regarding the light rail technology 
alternative.  It will be considered within the project’s established input and review process. 



The I-70 East Corridor Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) follows a process outlined by the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). It is designed to ensure that reasonable transportation alternatives are
considered, that community input plays a key role, and that the environmental and community impacts are fully
disclosed. An EIS is typically a three to five-year decision-making process required before any major federally-
funded transportation project can be built. The process is conducted by local, state, and federal agencies.

Environmental Resources

The I-70 East Corridor EIS will consider possible impacts alternatives may have on a variety of social,
environmental, and economic resources. These resources include:
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Social/Economic

Land use

Vegetation

Historic Resources

Hazardous
Waste/Materials

Section 4(f)/6(f)

Geology

Environmental Justice

Wetlands

Wild and Scenic Rivers

Archeological Resources

Energy

Right-of-Way/Relocations

Wildlife

Paleontological Resources

Floodplains

Temporary Construction
Impacts

Air Quality

Threatened, Endangered,
and Special-Status
Species

Prime and Unique
Farmland

Noise and Vibration

Water Quality

Visual Character/
Aesthetics

Cumulative/Secondary
Impacts

EIS Document

The EIS document highlights the evaluation and analysis process. Typical chapters include:
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Executive Summary –

References

outlines the major findings of the EIS process

identifies the sources of the information used to develop the EIS

Purpose and Need –

Affected Environment –

Alternatives –

Environmental Consequences –

Section 4(f) Resources Evaluation –

Mitigation Summary –

–

List of Preparers –

List of Recipients –

Index –

Appendices –

Volume 2 –

discusses the project objectives and the need for the improvements

identifies the existing conditions of the study area environment that could be changed
by one or more of the strategies

outlines the screening and selection process and gives a detailed description of the alternatives

examines the effect different alternatives have on the existing environment
(This chapter may be combined with Affected Environment)

includes a description of the proposed action, information on the Section
4(f) Resources within the area, impacts to Section 4(f) Resources, avoidance strategies, measures to minimize
harm, and coordination with the appropriate agencies

discusses the measures that are recommended to address various impacts

lists the names, titles, and contributions of each person who helped write the document

lists the number of Federal Agencies and Regional Offices in addition to the people
involved in the project who will receive the document

assists the readers in finding specific information

included as needed to provide additional information that may not be easily included in the
document

contains meeting minutes, correspondence, and pertinent decision-making information that provide
explanation for the project direction
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There are many ways to stay involved in
the project including:
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Attending

Visiting or writing the Project Office

Joining

Requesting

Subscribing to

Sending us an e-mail

Checking out the website

Calling us

Future corridor-wide meetings

3840 York Street, Suite 130
Denver, CO 80205

Working Groups

Presentation/updates

Newsletters

contactus i-70east.com

www.i-70eastcorridor.com

303-294-9300

@

What is a
Working Group?

To encourage meaningful

involvement from the community

and corridor stakeholders,

Working Groups have been

formed to talk about concerns

and approaches to various

project issues. Groups include:

If you are interested in being

involved in a Working Group,

please call the project office

(303-294-9300) or sign-up on-line

at on

the Community Outreach page, in

the Working Groups section.

Bike/pedestrian/
open space

Community impacts

Interchanges/ramps

Stations

www.i-70eastcorridor.com
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How to Stay Involved
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Name: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

City, State, Zip Code: ________________________________________________________________ 

Phone/Email address: _________________________________________   Date:  ________________ 

Would you like to be added to our project mailing list?     Yes     No           
 

The I-70 East Corridor Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) will decide which transportation projects, 
if any will be built to improve safety and mobility, and address congestion in the corridor.  The I-70 East 
Corridor includes I-70 between I-25 and Tower Road and a rapid transit connection between downtown 
Denver and Denver International Airport (DIA). 

Over the past two years, we have held over 80 meetings throughout the corridor with residents, 
businesses, stakeholders, and elected officials to determine their transportation concerns and issues.  We 
have used their input to help screen alternatives and determine the most reasonable and feasible 
alternatives that are still being evaluated.   
 
Please take a few minutes to share any comments or thoughts about the highway alternatives and the 
study in general.  Please complete the comment sheet and return it tonight or mail it to the I-70 East 
Corridor EIS project office in the stamped self-addressed envelope from the comment table. 
 
 

DEIS Highway Alternatives 
Alternative A (4 options) Add general purpose lanes on the existing I-70 alignment 

Alternative B Add tolled express lanes on the existing I-70 alignment 

Alternative C Add general purpose lanes on the I-70 realignment 

Alternative D Add tolled express lanes on the I-70 realignment 

 
1.  What comments or concerns do you have regarding the I-70 East Corridor highway 

alternatives? 
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2.  What comments or concerns do you have regarding the possible realignment alternatives? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
3.  What comments or concerns do you have regarding the I-70 East Corridor transit alternatives? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
4.  Any other comments or questions? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 




